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Abstract

Modern-day techniques for designing neural network architectures are highly reliant on trial and error,
heuristics, and so-called best practices, without much rigorous justification. After choosing a network ar-
chitecture, an energy function (or loss) is minimized, choosing from a wide variety of optimization and
regularization methods. Given the ad-hoc nature of network architecture design, it would be useful if the
optimization led to a sparse solution so that one could ascertain the importance or unimportance of various
parts of the network architecture. Of course, historically, sparsity has always been a useful notion for in-
verse problems where researchers often prefer the L1 norm over L2. Similarly for control, one often includes
the control variables in the objective function in order to minimize their efforts. Motivated by the design
and training of neural networks, we propose a novel column space search approach that emphasizes the
data over the model, as well as a novel iterative Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm that smoothly converges
to a regularized SVD as opposed to the abrupt truncation inherent to PCA. In the case of our iterative
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, it suffices to consider only the linearized subproblem in order to verify our
claims. However, the claims we make about our novel column space search approach require examining the
impact of the solution method for the linearized subproblem on the fully nonlinear original problem; thus,
we consider a complex real-world inverse problem (determining facial expressions from RGB images).

Keywords: Machine learning, Levenberg-Marquardt, principal component analysis, column space search,
coordinate descent

1. Introduction1

The current age of deep learning began (at least according to the Turing Award committee1) with works2

addressing problems such as object classification [73, 82], reading handwritten digits and documents [80,3

81, 79], and speech recognition and natural language tasks [11, 100]. Although models based on traditional4

scientific first principles do not exist for these sorts of problems, the underlying machine learning methods5

have been permeating into various scientific communities, including computational physics [69, 51, 49, 123,6

48, 89, 113, 115, 132]. Perhaps the main difference between the use of machine learning for customizing7

advertisements [19, 55], online dating [36, 99], or self-driving cars [16, 67] and its use in computational8

physics is that our community has developed a fairly reasonable scientific and mathematical understanding9

of many of the problems of interest via a combination of theoretical, experimental, and computational10

approaches, especially as opposed to the ad-hoc data-driven nature of popular machine learning application11

areas. Unfortunately, ad-hoc approaches leave neural networks wide open to adversarial attacks [65, 3, 125],12

which does not bode well for predictive numerical capabilities. Therefore, one goal of our community (and13

perhaps contribution) would be to better understand neural network architectures in order to provide a more14

thorough and rigorous approach to designing them, similar to the contributions that the applied mathematics15
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community made to finite element simulation, e.g. reformulating spring and beam elements as basis functions16

[141, 142].17

Techniques used in modeling and training neural networks are highly related to well-studied approaches18

for inverse problems and control. To understand some of the differences between inverse problems, control,19

and training neural networks, consider Y = f (X;C), with input X, output Y , and function parameters C.20

In a typical inverse problem, one is given Y and aims to find an X that produces Y . Poor conditioning of the21

function f or noise in the given/desired output Y can lead to spurious information contained in X. Thus,22

various regularization approaches may be used to ascertain an X with a high signal-to-noise ratio, see for23

example [26, 92, 131, 140] and the more general references [42, 39, 12]. In the control problem, X and Y are24

both given, and the goal is to ascertain some subset of the function parameters C that allows one to coerce25

X toward Y . Typically, most of f is a well-known function, such as the Navier-Stokes equations, and thus26

the added controls should have a light/minimal touch; therefore, they are often included in the objective27

function so that their magnitude/effort is minimized. This too is regularization, and needs to be done wisely28

so that minimizing controls does not prevent one from hitting the target (while still considering signal-to-29

noise ratio, etc.), see e.g. [70, 2, 118]. When considering neural networks, the function f is almost entirely30

ad-hoc, and one does not know which parameters might have physicality and which are more arbitrary.31

Thus, it becomes even more important to consider careful regularization with the hope that some of the32

coefficients will dominate others, providing some insight into which portions of the network architecture may33

have some basis in first principles as opposed to which may be considered for removal/replacement, see e.g.34

[137, 95, 138, 133, 54, 90, 60, 93, 102, 134, 56, 109, 85, 4, 57, 58]. Because so little is known about f , neural35

networks cannot proceed with one input X and one output Y as can a control problem. Instead, one requires36

a family of given (X;Y ) pairs called training data, before an attempt to identify the function coefficients37

C can be made. Methods for formulating and optimizing neural networks are typically significantly more38

rudimentary and ad-hoc than those designed for inverse and control problems, relying on simple methods such39

as gradient descent and stochastic gradient descent (SGD) or ordinary differential equation discretizations40

of gradient flow, such as Adam [72], AdaGrad [37], Nesterov [103], momentum methods [114, 126], etc.41

[117, 17, 53].42

The process of network architecture design is often motivated by heuristics that hinder the ability to43

subsequently train the network and find suitable coefficients. For example, the “all or none” property of bio-44

logical neurons leads to discontinuous functions with identically zero derivatives almost everywhere, which is45

disastrous for optimization/training [98]. The idea that biological neurons fire with increased frequency for46

stronger signals leads to piecewise linear functions with discontinuous derivatives, also problematic for opti-47

mization. These Heaviside and rectifier/ReLU [53] models require smoothing before they can subsequently48

be used with numerical optimization. It seems quite dubious to design and analyze non-smooth network49

architectures that are later smoothed in the first significant digit when deployed in practice, especially given50

the nuances exposed by the numerical analysis community regarding the differences between continuous and51

discrete formulations (e.g. [61]) even when such occurs only at the level of machine precision (the 7th or 15th
52

decimal place). This motivates our aim to better utilize various approaches to regularization and sparsity to53

ascertain the importance of various components of the network architecture.54

In Section 2, we introduce a suitably complex model problem for demonstrating the numerical methods55

presented in the paper: determining facial expression from RGB images. This problem is both algorithmi-56

cally challenging and grounded in physics, meaning that we can attempt to develop algorithms which find57

semantically meaningful solutions in terms of known physical and anatomical properties. In Section 3, we58

outline a general framework for optimization, showing how neural network training is recast as a nonlinear59

optimization problem. We highlight various approximations made in practice during this process, such as60

(sometimes drastic) approximations to the Hessian and Jacobian. As is typical, rank-one updates are dis-61

cussed, which motivates the singular value decomposition (SVD) and principal component analysis (PCA),62

both of which are used in subsequent sections. Section 4 presents a novel iterative Levenberg-Marquardt63

[83, 97] scheme that is shown by proof and experiment to converge smoothly (and monotonically) to a regular-64

ized SVD, unlike the truncation typical of a PCA approach. Section 5 presents a novel column space search65

technique that focuses more on the data term than the model, again an improvement over PCA. Moreover,66

we explain how column space search enables the discovery of sparse and semantically meaningful solutions67

to fully nonlinear optimization problems. To demonstrate this experimentally, we compare to alternative68

strategies such as Dogleg [112, 94] and BFGS with L2 or soft L1 regularizers.69
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2. Tackling Complex Real-World Inverse Problems for Faces70

We chose a fairly complex model problem which is still cutting-edge in order to illustrate the need71

for robust and efficient approaches. Specifically, we consider an inverse problem where a two-dimensional72

RGB image of a human face is processed to determine facial expressions in terms of a three-dimensional73

parameterized model with a semantic, anatomical basis. This inverse problem is useful throughout industries74

such as medicine, surveillance, intelligence gathering, entertainment, etc. Similar to many other complex75

processes, one can understand the problem via a pipeline with various function layers, see Figure 1.76

X1 f1 (X1, C1) f2 (X2, C2) f3 (X3, C3)

f̂ (X4) = ||X4 − Xtarget||

C1

X2 X3 X4

C2 C3

input input inputoutput output output

params params params

Figure 1: Multiple layers of functions fi map an initial vector of inputs X1 to a final output X4, which is evaluated with
an objective function f̂ . Vectors of parameters Ci may either be prescribed or be determined via experimentation or neural
network training.

The inverse problem seeks to find an X1 that outputs an X4 as close to Xtarget as possible, i.e. minimizing77

f̂ (X4), using regularization to combat noise and overfitting when necessary. Using classical optimization,78

this requires differentiation that can be expressed as79

∂f̂

∂X1
=

∂f̂

∂X4

∂f3 (X3, C3)

∂X3

∂f2 (X2, C2)

∂X2

∂f1 (X1, C1)

∂X1
, (1)

implying that every function layer requires differentiability with respect to its inputs. Now suppose that80

f2 (X2;C2) represented a neural network layer that needs to be trained in order to ascertain reasonable81

parameters C2. In order to do this, one would consider a large number K of known training pairs of the82

form
(
Xk

1 ;Xk
target

)
; however, notationally, one may stack all the training pairs into a single X1 and Xtarget,83

at least conceptually (for the sake of exposition). Then the required differentiation is84

∂f̂ (X4)

∂C2
=

∂f̂

∂X4

∂f3 (X3, C3)

∂X3

∂f2 (X2, C2)

∂C2
, (2)

highlighting the notable differences as compared to an inverse problem. Firstly, any pre-process, such as f185

here, does not require differentiability and can utilize any known procedural methods. In fact, one might86

use an f1 based on first principles aiming to solve the problem outright, and then supplement the results87

with the composition of f2 and f3 in order to better match real-world data. This means that data-driven88

neural network approaches may be added on top of any existing codebase, whether it is differentiable or89

not. Secondly, any post-process for the neural network, such as f3, only requires as much differentiability as90

would be required for f3 if it were included in a typical inverse problem. Thirdly, the neural network itself,91

f2, does not require the usual differentiability inherent to inverse problems, but only requires differentiability92

with respect to its parameters C2.93

Most facial pipelines take as input a set of parameters that govern the shape/geometry of a three-94

dimensional face, as given by triangle vertex positions. For example, a blendshape facial rig (see e.g. [84])95

describes how a face is deformed from a neutral rest state n in terms of a linear combination of basis96

facial shapes, e.g. semantic basis vectors which represent particular expressions such as “smile” or “yawn.”97

The basis facial shapes are often acquired using dense performance capture (see e.g. [9, 10, 20, 50]) or via98

sculpting by an artist/modeler [30, 75]. A typical high-quality blendshape rig contains hundreds of basis99

shapes corresponding to different expressions between which one can interpolate (see e.g. [29]). Once a100

blendshape model is obtained, stacking each blendshape into a column of a matrix B allows one to define101

the facial geometry as n + Bb(w), where the vector b contains a degree of freedom for each blendshape102

and w represents a set of meaningful controls (b(w) may be nonlinear, but should be smooth). In order to103
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avoid linearized rotation artifacts due to rotational jaw motion [32, 121, 143], one typically hybridizes the104

linear blendshape system with skinning/enveloping (see e.g. [96, 76]), which blends together the nonlinear105

six-degree-of-freedom rigid body transformation from the skull and jaw. Each triangle vertex is assigned106

weights that dictate the relative influence of the skull and jaw such that vertices far from the jaw move with107

the skull, vertices far from the skull move with the jaw, and vertices in between move in a blended fashion.108

This can be written compactly as a matrix T (j(w)), where the controls w drive the six-degree-of-freedom109

rigid body offset j of the jaw from the skull and T assembles all the transformations and weights so that one110

may write111

x(w) = T (j(w))(n+Bb(w)), (3)

where x(w) are the triangle vertex positions of the face surface. Importantly, as long as the dependencies in112

Equation 3 are chosen carefully (in a smooth enough manner), then x is differentiable with respect to w.113

As an alternative to blendshape approaches, one can construct an anatomically motivated finite element114

facial model based on soft tissue, musculature, and underlying skeletal structures (see e.g. [121, 122]). In115

[121], the vertex positions are differentiable as a function of the muscle activations and jaw parameters, and116

the authors used this differentiability to solve inverse problems. However, since anatomical facial models117

rely on MRI, CT scans, etc., it is difficult to make an accurate model; therefore, [121, 122] struggled to118

express the wide variety of shapes possible with a blendshape system. Thus, [31] augmented the results of119

[121] using a three-dimensional morphing process in order to derive target locations for muscles. Although120

the method proposed in [31] regains the expressivity of a blendshape system, their morphing process lacked121

differentiability. Later, [7] noted that the morphing process could be made differentiable, but that this would122

require a mapping from each surface vertex to all other affected vertices in the simulation mesh, which is123

quadratic complexity and thus impractical. Instead, [7] parameterized the morph with a standard blendshape124

system, so that the parameters b drive the morph, resulting in linear complexity. This was implemented125

(in [7]) by simulating the anatomical mesh for each blendshape (using the morphing from [31]) in order to126

create the muscle shapes needed in order to define a blendshape system for the muscles themselves; then,127

the three-dimensional target shape of each muscle can be specified by the parameters w, with each muscle128

tetrahedron vertex x(w) defined along the lines of Equation 3. Manipulating w determines a blendshape129

for each muscle, which is then targeted with the anatomical finite element simulation from [31] and [121],130

see Figure 2. Notably, the resulting scheme is fully differentiable and hence can be used to solve inverse131

problems.132

Figure 2: (Left) Skull and jaw (gray) with anatomical muscle shapes (red). (Right) Corresponding surface of the tetrahedral
finite element mesh simulated from the targeted muscle shapes.

Given target geometry for the three-dimensional face surface, one can specify an energy that minimizes133

the distance between the target and the parameterized model, and then solve an inverse problem for the134

parameters w that drive the b and j for the muscle blendshape system, which in turn drives the quasistatic135

finite element simulation of [121] augmented by [31] in order to match the target (see [7] for details). In order136

to match a two-dimensional RGB image, one needs to render the resulting geometry with a differentiable137

renderer along the lines of [88, 91] and utilize an energy that considers the difference in pixel colors. Then,138

one can solve an inverse problem for the controls w that drive the blendshape muscles which in turn drive the139
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finite element simulation which results in the surface mesh that is rendered into pixel colors that minimize140

the energy. Unfortunately, as shown in Figure 3 Left, differentiable renderers don’t typically have the same141

quality as a photorealistic renderer or photograph, so aiming to match pixel colors is overly optimistic. To142

overcome this limitation, [6] proposed processing both the image and the differentiable render with a pre-143

existing/widespread face landmark detector neural network, such as 2D/3D-FAN [24] (see Figure 3). These144

networks were trained with vast amounts of hand-labeled data so that they could find keypoint/landmark145

positions from images regardless of texture, geometry, shading, lighting, shadows, etc. As such, the poor146

rendering quality of a differentiable renderer is also serendipitously ignored by these neural networks. In147

summary, [6] utilizes an energy that computes the difference between keypoints/landmarks, and solving the148

inverse problem requires differentiating through the keypoint detector neural network (2D/3D-FAN), the149

differentiable renderer, and the quasistatic finite element muscle simulation.150

Figure 3: Results of a machine-learning based facial keypoint detector such as 2D/3D-FAN [24] on a synthetic render (left) as
well as the corresponding photograph (right).

Figure 4: (Left) A pose of the hybridized muscle system of [7] depicted on top of the corresponding target RGB photograph.
Whiter muscle shapes correspond to more activated muscles. (Middle) The corresponding blendshape weights. (Right) The
corresponding muscle activations.

Figure 4 illustrates results typical of this process. Figure 4 (Middle) shows the value of b along the vertical151

axis for each blendshape on the horizontal axis. In spite of the expression in Figure 4 (Left) being not that152
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complex, many blendshapes have non-zero values; worse yet, successive frames in a video produce noisy153

uncorrelated blendshape values that are hard to interpret as meaningful semantic information. In contrast,154

Figure 4 (Right) illustrates that the muscle activations are sparser and more indicative of the image; in155

fact, successive frames tend to be highly correlated, allowing one to separate semantic information from156

noise. Generally speaking, sparse semantic solutions to inverse problems are obviously preferred over dense,157

noisy, temporally uncorrelated results. This goal of ascertaining sparser semantic information motivates our158

considerations throughout the rest of the paper.159

3. Optimization Framework160

Whether it be the search for viable inputs for an inverse problem, minimizing some measure of effort for161

a control problem, or the determination of network architecture parameters that allow a neural network to162

well-match training data, these problems all take the form of an optimization minimizing a cost function163

f̂(c) over parameters c. Importantly, one typically has certain conditions in mind to which c should be164

subject. For example, one might want c close to a prior/initial guess, one might desire the norm of c to165

be small, and/or one might want c sparse so that it carries interpretable semantic meaning. In particular,166

as noted above, it would be useful if neural network training resulted in a sparse c in order to identify167

unnecessary/unimportant components of the network architecture.168

Either in the absence of constraints or with constraints and suitable Lagrange multipliers, the minima of169

f̂ occur at critical points where the (column vector) Jacobian F (c) = JT
f̂

(c) = ∇f̂(c) = 0 . Since F (c) = 0170

is (generally) a nonlinear system of equations, one typically linearizes the system by taking the first two171

terms of the Taylor expansion about a point c∗, F (c) ≈ F (c∗) +F ′(c) (c− c∗) where F ′(c) = JF (c) = HT
f̂

(c)172

is the transpose of the Hessian of f̂ . Newton’s method uses this relationship to write F
(
cq+1

)
− F (cq) =173

F ′ (cq) ∆cq, where ∆cq = cq+1−cq and q represents the current iteration. Then, one solves the linear system174

F ′ (cq) ∆cq = βF (cq) − F (cq) to update cq+1 = cq + ∆cq where β ∈ [0, 1), and using β 6= 0 more slowly175

shrinks F (cq) towards 0. Alternatively, one can utilize ∆cq merely as a search direction and subsequently176

employ a number of one-dimensional approaches, e.g. bisection search, golden section search, etc.177

While Newton’s method and similar techniques are reasonably well-justified and often converge well178

in practice, they depend on access to various derivatives of the cost function f̂(c). To compute these179

derivatives, one may utilize symbolic/analytic differentiation, finite differences, or automatic differentiation180

(e.g. backpropagation). Automatic differentiation is often preferred in the context of training neural networks181

both because of its ease of implementation as well as its availability via various software packages (e.g.182

Tensorflow [1], Caffe [71], PyTorch [110], Theano [127], etc.); however, roundoff and other errors generally183

accumulate proportional to the size of the network, which can turn out to be numerically catastrophic.184

Moreover, high dimensionality makes the computation and storage of HT
f̂

impractical, and thus practitioners185

typically resort to quasi-Newton methods that aim to avoid direct consideration of second derivatives.186

Broyden’s method [21] for solving nonlinear systems, in the context of optimization, first approximates187 (
HT
f̂

)0

= I, and then iteratively uses rank-one updates aiming for successively better estimates. Each188

iteration, one solves
(
HT
f̂

)q
∆cq = −JT

f̂
(cq) to find a search direction ∆cq, and then uses line search to find189

cq+1; subsequently, ∆cq is updated via ∆cq = cq+1− cq. Given
(

∆JT
f̂

)q
= JT

f̂

(
cq+1

)
−JT

f̂
(cq), the rank-one190

update is191 (
HT
f̂

)q+1

=
(
HT
f̂

)q
+

1

(∆cq)
T

∆cq

((
∆JT

f̂

)q
−
(
HT
f̂

)q
∆cq

)
(∆cq)

T
(4)

so that
(
HT
f̂

)q+1

∆cq =
(

∆JT
f̂

)q
. When c is of large dimension, forming and inverting the dense O

(
n2
)

192

HT
f̂

is undesirable, especially considering that the approximation is built from rank-one updates, and thus193

a matrix-free approach to the action of H−T
f̂

on a vector is preferred. That is, ∆cq = −
(
H−T
f̂

)q
JT
f̂

(cq) is194

used to find the search direction for the line search used to determine cq+1, which is used to update ∆cq and195
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(
∆JT

f̂

)q
; then, rank-one update for H−T

f̂
is196

(
H−T
f̂

)q+1

=
(
H−T
f̂

)q
+

(
∆cq −

(
H−T
f̂

)q (
∆JT

f̂

)q)
(∆cq)

T
(
H−T
f̂

)q
(∆cq)

T
(
H−T
f̂

)q (
∆JT

f̂

)q , (5)

so that
(
H−T
f̂

)q+1 (
∆JT

f̂

)q
= ∆cq. Other low-rank update methods such as SR1 [33, 22], DFP [33, 46], and197

BFGS [23, 44, 52, 119] are similar in spirit. In particular, the limited-memory L-BFGS [106] only stores the198

past several low-rank updates making it quite efficient, see e.g. [78, 34].199

Instead of performing rank-one updates to improve upon
(
HT
f̂

)0

= I as in Broyden-style methods,200

gradient descent methods simply use HT
f̂

= I so that the search direction is obtained trivially via ∆cq =201

−JT
f̂

(cq) = −∇f̂ (cq). When problems have high dimensionality, practitioners often make further simplifi-202

cations such as evaluating only a subset of the right-hand side (mini-batch gradient descent) or even just203

one or a few randomly-selected entries at a time (SGD), see e.g. [117, 18]. One can even ignore the search204

direction equation entirely by choosing ∆cq to be various basis vectors, i.e. coordinate descent [120]. Fur-205

thermore, gradient descent methods can be envisioned as forward Euler approximations of gradient flow,206

i.e. of dc(t)
dt = −∇f̂ (c(t)), which allows for the wealth of knowledge in designing and solving ordinary differ-207

ential equations to be utilized. For instance, adaptive time stepping leads to such techniques as AdaGrad208

[37], which utilizes separate learning rates (time steps) for each parameter, or AdaDelta [139] and RMSprop209

[129], both of which lessen the effects of history terms in AdaGrad in order to maintain a sufficiently positive210

learning rate to avoid stalling. Incorporating the effects of prior search directions and state updates can211

be seen as utilizing momentum, which rewrites gradient flow using Newton’s Second Law [114]. The Adam212

method [72] combines the notion of using a moving average of gradients as in momentum methods with an213

adaptive learning rate for each parameter. The 52,000+ citations2 of [72] indicate the success practitioners214

have enjoyed with Adam, often finding that it converges faster than SGD.215

4. Iterative Levenberg-Marquardt216

When training a neural network on data (xi, yi), one seeks to find the parameters c of a generally vector-217

valued function f(x, y, c) that minimize error over the training data, i.e. one desires ||f (xi, yi, c) || to be218

close to zero for all i. Choosing the L2 norm leads to minimizing f̂(c) = 1
2

∑
i f (xi, yi, c)

T
f (xi, yi, c) =219

1
2 f̃

T (c)f̃(c), which is a nonlinear least squares problem [14]. Critical points have JT
f̂

(c) = JT
f̃

(c) f̃ (c) = 0,220

which can be rewritten using the Taylor expansion of f̃(c) about cq as JT
f̃

(c)
(
f̃ (cq) + Jf̃ (cq) ∆cq + · · ·

)
= 0,221

where ∆cq = c−cq. Dropping high-order terms and evaluating JT
f̃

at cq leads to the Gauss-Newton equations222

JT
f̃

(cq) Jf̃ (cq) ∆cq ≈ −JT
f̃

(cq) f̃ (cq), which imply an estimate of HT
f̂

(cq) ≈ JT
f̃

(cq) Jf̃ (cq), see e.g. [107].223

Notably, the Gauss-Newton approximation to the Hessian only requires first derivatives. Moreover, since the224

Gauss-Newton equations are the normal equations for Jf̃ (cq) ∆cq = −f̃ (cq), one can obtain ∆cq via any225

least squares and minimum norm approach for solving this much better conditioned set of equations.226

When Jf̃ is poorly-conditioned or rank-deficient, one can regularize the Gauss-Newton equations via227 (
JT
f̃

(cq) Jf̃ (cq) + ε2I
)

∆cq = −JT
f̃

(cq) f̃ (cq) with ε > 0, which is referred to as Levenberg-Marquardt or228

damped nonlinear least squares, see e.g. [83, 97, 107, 14]. This makes a tradeoff between solvability and229

accuracy, since the unique and least squares components of the solution will be perturbed away from their230

correct values. To illuminate this, consider stacking a general linear system Ac = b with the full-rank εIc = 0231

to obtain232 (
A
εI

)
c =

(
b
0

)
, (6)

2as of September 2020, according to Google Scholar
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which has equivalent normal equations of
(
ATA+ ε2I

)
c = AT b. Using the SVD, A = UΣV T , this becomes233 (

ΣTΣ + ε2I
)
ĉ = ΣT b̂ where ĉ = V T c and b̂ = UT b. For a general A, Σ has the form234

Σ =

(
Σ̂ 0
0 0

)
, (7)

where Σ̂ is diagonal and full-rank. This leads to235 ((
Σ̂T 0
0 0

)(
Σ̂ 0
0 0

)
+ ε2I

)(
ĉr
ĉz

)
=

(
Σ̂T 0
0 0

)(
b̂r
b̂z

)
, (8)

where ĉ and b̂ have been decomposed to separate out the portions that correspond to identically-zero sub-236

matrices of ΣT . Equation 8 sets ĉz identically equal to zero as desired (i.e. minimum norm solution), but237

the entries in ĉr are determined via238

ĉk =
σk

σ2
k + ε2

b̂k =

(
σ2
k

σ2
k + ε2

)
b̂k
σk
, (9)

perturbing them away from their correct unique or least squares solution ĉk = b̂k/σk. This perturbation is239

negligible for σk � ε, but smaller σk have their associated ĉk more significantly incorrectly perturbed toward240

zero. One typically chooses ε so that it does not interfere too much with the larger (more important) singular241

values, while still being large enough to regularize numerical issues associated with smaller σk (as well as242

identically zero singular values). As a side note for weighted least squares, one adds the full-rank εDc = 0243

(with diagonal D) instead of εIc = 0 to obtain a modified version of Equation 6, which after column scaling244

becomes245 (
AD−1

εI

)
Dc =

(
b
0

)
. (10)

Then, a simple renaming of variables results in the original Equation 6, and the above analysis applies246

without modification.247

Motivated by the Broyden-style iterative methods (discussed in the previous section) which began with248

a simple guess for the Hessian and then corrected it after each iteration, we propose a similar strategy for249

Levenberg-Marquardt. That is, we start with εIc = 0 but subsequently update the right-hand side as the250

iteration proceeds, progressively removing the erroneous perturbation of the least squares solution shown in251

Equation 9. Our approach converges to the exact solution for larger singular values, as for example would252

also be achieved using PCA; however, unlike the all-or-nothing approach of PCA, our approach smoothly253

tapers between the exact solution for larger σk and robust regularization for smaller σk.3254

We start with a guess c∗ for c and stack Ac = b with εIc = εc∗ leading to the normal equations255 (
ATA+ ε2I

)
c = AT b+ ε2c∗. (11)

Substituting the SVD of A leads to256 (
ΣTΣ + ε2I

)
ĉ = ΣT b̂+ ε2V T c∗ = ΣT b̂+ ε2ĉ∗. (12)

where ĉ∗ = V T c∗. This modified version of Equation 8 sets ĉz equal to ĉ∗z, while the entries in ĉr are257

determined via258

ĉk =

(
σ2
k

σ2
k + ε2

)
b̂k
σk

+

(
ε2

σ2
k + ε2

)
ĉ∗k (13)

illustrating that ĉk is a convex combination of the exact solution b̂k/σk and the initial guess ĉ∗k. When259

σk � ε, the associated ĉk tend toward the correct solution as usual. When σk � ε, the associated ĉk tend260

toward ĉ∗k.261

3This method/proof was derived for a CS205L lecture at Stanford in Winter quarter 2019 [41].
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Starting with a guess of c∗ = 0, one obtains ĉ∗ = 0 and thus ĉ∗z = 0 and ĉz = 0 as desired. In addition,262

ĉ∗r = 0 and Equation 13 is identical to Equation 9. Multiplying by V transforms ĉ back to the c that would263

result from solving Equation 11. Setting c∗ equal to this newly obtained value of c and repeating the above264

analysis maintains ĉz = 0 (as desired), while265

ĉ∗k =

(
σ2
k

σ2
k + ε2

)
b̂k
σk

(14)

so that Equation 13 becomes266

ĉk =

(
σ2
k

σ2
k + ε2

)
b̂k
σk

+

(
ε2

σ2
k + ε2

)(
σ2
k

σ2
k + ε2

)
b̂k
σk

=

(
1 +

(
ε2

σ2
k + ε2

))(
σ2
k

σ2
k + ε2

)
b̂k
σk
. (15)

Repeating the entire process again results in

ĉk =

(
σ2
k

σ2
k + ε2

)
b̂k
σk

+

(
ε2

σ2
k + ε2

)(
1 +

(
ε2

σ2
k + ε2

))(
σ2
k

σ2
k + ε2

)
b̂k
σk

=

(
1 +

(
ε2

σ2
k + ε2

)
+

(
ε2

σ2
k + ε2

)2
)(

σ2
k

σ2
k + ε2

)
b̂k
σk
,

(16)

and further iterations give267

ĉk =

(
1 +

(
ε2

σ2
k + ε2

)
+

(
ε2

σ2
k + ε2

)2

+

(
ε2

σ2
k + ε2

)3

+ · · ·
)(

σ2
k

σ2
k + ε2

)
b̂k
σk
, (17)

where the term in parentheses is a geometric series with r = ε2

σ2
k+ε2

.268

Since the geometric series in Equation 17 converges to 1
1−r =

σ2
k+ε2

σ2
k

, Equation 17 converges to the exact269

solution ĉk = b̂k/σk. Any practical numerical method will only take q steps, leading to the partial sum270

1− rq
1− r =

σ2
k + ε2

σ2
k

(
1−

(
ε2

σ2
k + ε2

)q)
, (18)

which yields271

ĉk =

(
1−

(
ε2

σ2
k + ε2

)q)
b̂k
σk
. (19)

The scalar term premultiplying b̂k/σk monotonically approaches 1 as the iteration proceeds, and thus each272

ĉk converges monotonically to the exact solution and converges more quickly for larger σk as desired.273

4.1. Examples274

Typical inverse, control, and learning problems involve numerically challenging data, where linear sub-275

problems may have coefficient matrices with both small and identically zero singular values and the right-276

hand side may not be in the range of the coefficient matrix. Accordingly, we evaluate our approach against277

these types of problems. Here, we compare our iterative Levenberg-Marquardt (iLM) approach to PCA278

because PCA is a widely applied and well-understood algorithm. Since our goal is merely to demonstrate279

the feasibility of iLM, we utilize straightforward Matlab implementations of both methods. For iLM, we280

solve Equation 11 using Matlab’s pcg routine with no preconditioner, i.e. conjugate gradients. For PCA,281

we compute the largest singular values and corresponding singular vectors using Matlab’s svds function,282

which finds these quantities via either Lanczos bidiagonalization [5, 77] or a computation of the full SVD283

depending on the number of singular vectors desired. All experiments were run on a workstation equipped284

with Matlab R2020a, 128GB RAM, and a 24-core Intel CPU running at 3.00GHz.285

First we consider rather large dense matrices and compare PCA and iLM for a varying number of singular286

values, noting that an increased number of iLM iterations is required for increased accuracy. We generate287
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Figure 5: Performance of iLM and PCA for estimating an increasing number of ĉk given a dense 5,000×5,000 square matrix with
25 million randomly-generated entries (post-processed to have 100 zero singular values) and a randomly-generated right-hand
side not in its range. We observed deleterious behavior of the Matlab software for an intermediate range of sought components4;
however, a better-devised approach would obviously not rise above the hashed line drawn in the figures. Five experiments were
run for each number of components tested, and solid lines are drawn through the median results. (Left) ε = 0.1. (Right) ε = 5.0.
Increased regularization slows convergence for singular values that are very small compared to ε, as expected (see Figure 6).

five random dense 5,000×5,000 matrices (each post-processed to have 100 zero singular values) as well as288

random right-hand sides outside the range of the coefficient matrix. Then, we estimate various numbers of289

components of ĉ, noting that in typical applications one seeks only a small number of components. While290

PCA estimates these components “exactly” up to numerical precision, the accuracy of iLM is limited by291

regularization (i.e. ε) and the tolerance of the CG solver. The number of iLM iterations is chosen so that292

the relevant ĉk are within 10%, 1%, or 0.1% of the ĉk obtained via PCA in the L∞ norm; this required CG293

solver tolerances of 1e-7, 1e-8, and 1e-10, respectively. Results are shown in Figure 5. Data from each of294

the five trials are plotted as circles, and the median results across the five trials are connected by solid lines.295

The hashed line represents the approximate time taken to compute the SVD of the coefficient matrix. The296

number of iLM iterations required for the median results for each level of accuracy are plotted in Figure 6.297

To help clarify the required CG tolerance for iLM, we plot in Figure 7 the tolerance required to obtain each298

level of accuracy for one of the five trials.299

We also consider how iLM and PCA perform for a fixed number of desired ĉk as the size of the coefficient300

matrix increases. We let size vary from 1,000×1,000 to 10,000×10,000 and seek 500 components, creating a301

random dense matrix (post-processed to have 100 zero singular values) and random right-hand side not in302

the range of the coefficient matrix. For iLM, we iterate (as before) until the L∞ norm of the vector of ĉk is303

within 10%, 1%, or 0.1% of that obtained via PCA, using a CG tolerance of 1e-7, 1e-8, or 1e-10, respectively.304

The results are shown in Figure 8.305

The aforementioned tests are unfair to iLM because they stringently require iLM to do as well as PCA306

on the values PCA estimates nearly exactly while ignoring the fact that PCA obtains totally inaccurate307

(identically zero) solutions for all the other ĉk. To illustrate the added benefit of smooth convergence308

obtained via iLM, we construct a small (to make the graphs easier to read) 100× 100 random matrix with309

ten of its singular values set to zero (see Figure 9). A random right-hand side b outside the range of A is310

then formed. Figures 10 and 11 show the results of iLM and PCA, illustrating how well the obtained σk ĉk311

reconstruct the projected right-hand side b̂k. iLM leverages rich information about the structure of A even312

when ε is larger than the largest singular value of A (substantial regularization). In these experiments we313

used a CG tolerance of 1e-6 and a maximum of 1000 CG iterations.314

4We observed that, by default, Matlab seems to wait too long to switch from Lanczos bidiagonalization to computing the
full SVD.
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Figure 6: Number of iterations required for iLM for the medians of the trials in Figure 5 (Right) with ε = 5.0. (When ε = 0.1,
iLM mostly converges to the desired tolerance in one iteration.)
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Figure 7: Using iLM, as more ĉk are sought or as more accuracy is desired, a tighter CG tolerance needs to be used to prevent
convergence from stalling. Plotted are the experimentally-determined maximum CG tolerances which yielded convergent results,
ranging from 100 to 4500 ĉk sought. (Left) ε = 0.1. (Right) ε = 5.0.
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Figure 8: Performance of iLM and PCA for estimating a fixed number of ĉk (500 of them) given a dense n× n square matrix
with n2 randomly-generated entries (post-processed to have 100 zero singular values) and a randomly-generated right-hand side
not in its range. (Left) ε = 0.1. Only one iLM iteration is required for these trials, and hence the growing cost is a combination
of the increased cost per CG iteration and the number of CG iterations required. (Right) ε = 5.0. For large n, the added
regularization appears to aid in the convergence of CG.
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Figure 9: The singular values of the matrix used for the experiments shown in Figures 10 and 11. Ten of the singular values
are identically zero.
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Figure 10: Convergence of iLM and PCA to the exact solutions using 1, 3, 5, 10, 50, and 100 iterations with ε = 0.1 for iLM
and 1, 3, 5, 10, 50, and 100 components for PCA, respectively. iLM converges quickly for ĉk associated with larger singular
values but takes additional iterations to converge for the smallest singular values due to the regularization. iLM and PCA are
both exact to numerical precision for the ĉk that should be identically zero (i.e. those in ĉz).

4.1.1. Comparisons for Nonlinear Optimization Problems315

The above examples demonstrate the utility of iLM when solving linear problems such as those that316

arise on each iteration of a standard nonlinear optimization algorithm. We now explicitly consider solving317

nonlinear optimization problems using iLM and related approaches.318
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Figure 11: Same as Figure 10 except with ε = 5.0. The increased regularization slows down iLM convergence, as expected.

We first consider an objective f(x1, x2) = x2
1 + 5x2

2 − 4 with an initial guess of x0 =
(
−3 −4

)T
. Figure319

12 shows the results of using Newton’s method, gradient descent, Levenberg-Marquardt, Fan’s modified320

Levenberg-Marquardt [40], and iLM to solve this problem. Each method is allowed to run until either the321

objective at the current iterate is within 10−6 of the analytic minimum value or until the L2 norm of the322

iterate changes less than 10−6 between iterations. All CG solves use a tolerance of 10−6 and a maximum323

of 1,000 iterations. Since the objective is quadratic, Newton’s method converges to the unique, global324

minimum in one iteration. Gradient descent, which lacks second-derivative information, oscillates around325
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the (non-uniformly-scaled) energy landscape before eventually reaching the minimum. A learning rate of326

0.15 was used. Levenberg-Marquardt can be seen as blending between the Newton and gradient descent327

iterates. With little regularization (ε = 0.1), Levenberg-Marquardt looks similar to Newton’s method,328

while with a large regularization parameter (ε = 100.0), the number of iterations required for convergence329

significantly increases. The modified Levenberg-Marquardt of [40] can offer cubic convergence rates under330

suitable conditions by performing essentially two Levenberg-Marquardt steps on each iteration (a standard331

step and a forward-looking step based on the standard step). We implemented this method using the same332

parameters as in Section 4 of [40], except we used an initial µ0 of 10 in order to be similar to our regularization333

of the other Levenberg-Marquardt variants. Finally, we consider iLM using 1, 10, or 100 iterations, all with334

ε = 10.0 and using an initial guess of c∗ = 0. Note that iLM uses an ε2 rather than an ε scaling of the335

identity term, so ε = 10.0 is equivalent to ε = 100.0 with Levenberg-Marquardt. iLM converges to the336

Newton step (when the Newton step is defined) as the number of iterations increases, so iLM has a quadratic337

order of convergence in the best case; though of course, like Levenberg-Marquardt, gradient descent, etc., it338

is possible to design parameters and scenarios which make iLM converge poorly or not at all. Moreover, we339

stress that various strategies for adaptive learning rates and adaptive regularization terms may improve the340

performance of these methods. In particular, the adaptive parameter values used for our implementation341

of [40] are quite useful for aiding the convergence of the method, and in practice one would want to utilize342

adaptive regularization schemes for Levenberg-Marquardt and iLM as well (which would likely remove many343

of the small steps those algorithms take as they approach the solution).344

As a potentially greater challenge, we consider adding a third coordinate to our objective. We alter345

our initial guess to have a value of 1 along this direction. Since the objective function does not depend346

on this third component, it is possible for the solution iterate to drift along this additional axis, e.g. when347

regularization is perturbing the solution away from the true minimum. Newton’s method is not applicable in348

this case since the Hessian becomes singular, although iLM appears to converge to what Newton’s method349

would compute using the Hessian’s pseudoinverse. Interestingly, all methods appear to converge to the350

solution
(
0 0 1

)T
, rather than e.g. the minimum norm solution at the origin. We also consider rotating351

the objective and initial guess by 30 degrees about the x1 and x3 axes in order to make the null space of352

the Hessian less obvious. However, the optimization methods we tested still reach the minimum in the same353

number of iterations as reported in Figure 12, except for Newton’s method, which remains undefined.354

Further differences in the behavior and convergence of these optimization algorithms can be elucidated by355

considering the slightly modified objective f(x) = min
(
x2

1 + 5x2
2 − 4, (x1 + .1)2 + 5(x2 − .1)2 − 4

)
, which has356

minima at
(
0 0

)T
and

(
−.1 .1

)T
. With the same initial guess of x0 =

(
−3 −4

)T
, the nearest minimum357

in the L2 norm is the minimum-norm solution
(
0 0

)T
. However, if an algorithm does not proceed directly358

towards this solution, it may instead converge towards the other minimum with greater norm and less359

sparsity. This is demonstrated in Figure 13. Newton’s method converges in one step to
(
0 0

)T
. With360

enough iterations, iLM approximates the Newton step and also selects the minimum-norm solution. With361

fewer iterations, though, iLM behaves more like gradient descent and Fan’s modified Levenberg-Marquardt,362

which select the non-zero minimum. Standard Levenberg-Marquardt can be driven to select different minima363

by tuning the regularization parameter. In general, one must consider the types of solutions one seeks to364

an optimization problem (e.g., minimum-norm or sparse solutions) when selecting an algorithm and its365

parameters. Practical considerations like this and real-world performance tradeoffs can often overshadow366

theoretical convergence guarantees, as seen for example with the continued ubiquity of (stochastic) gradient367

descent.368

5. Column Space Search369

For the sake of motivation, consider the 2× 2 linear subproblem Ac = b where A =

[
1 −1
.1 1× 10−6

]
and370

b =
[
0 1

]T
. Although the right-hand side is in the range of A, it is not “easily” in the range of A; in371

other words, the columns of A are mostly orthogonal to b leading to a solution that utilizes large multipliers372

c1 = 1/(1× 10−6 + .1) and c2 = 1/(1× 10−6 + .1) on the columns of A. See Figure 14. Even though this373

is the exact solution to the linear subproblem, it misleadingly heavily weights columns of A that do not374

correlate well with the desired b. Large values of c1 and c2 seemingly indicate that those columns of A are375
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(c) LM (ε = 0.1): 3 iterations (d) LM (ε = 100): 205 iterations
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(e) Modified LM [40]: 5 iterations

(f) iLM (1 iteration): 205 iterations
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(g) iLM (10 iterations): 21 iterations
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(h) iLM (100 iterations): 3 iterations

Figure 12: Different algorithms applied to minimizing f(x1, x2) = x21 + 5x22 − 4 with an initial guess of x0 =
(
−3 −4

)T
.

Contours of the function are drawn and shaded by contour value. Arrows indicate steps taken on each iteration of the

optimization as the algorithm is allowed to converge to
(
0 0

)T
(the black x). The number of iterations required for each method

to converge to a tolerance of 10−6 is reported. We emphasize that these methods have different computational requirements;
for instance, a Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) step requires one linear solve, while an iteration of [40] requires two.
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(c) Levenberg-Marquardt (ε = 0.1): 3 iter-
ations

(d) Levenberg-Marquardt (ε = 100): 204
iterations
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(e) Modified LM [40]: 5 iterations

(f) iLM (1 iteration): 204 iterations
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(g) iLM (10 iterations): 21 iterations
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(h) iLM (100 iterations): 3 iterations

Figure 13: Repeating the experiment of Figure 12 with an objective of f(x1, x2) =

min
(
x21 + 5x22 − 4, (x1 + .1)2 + 5(x2 − .1)2 − 4

)
. Algorithms converge to either

(
0 0

)T
(the black x) or to

(
−.1 .1

)T
(the

red star).
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important, even though they mostly cancel each other out being nearly orthogonal to the right-hand side.376

The regularized least squares problem minc||b − Ac||22 + λ||c||22 reduces the values of c1 and c2, although it377

does not alleviate the fact that these columns mostly work to cancel each other out, making minimal progress378

towards b. At best, heavy regularization could drive c1 and c2 even further towards zero.379

As previously discussed, the columns of the linear subproblem are often quite erroneous approximations380

to the Hessian, which itself is only a linearization of the nonlinear problem; yet the linear subproblem is381

often solved and used to increment the solution vector (i.e. via cq+1 = cq + ∆cq). The original nonlinear382

problem may include significant noise and heavy regularization, and thus it seems more important to focus383

on controls that make direct progress towards energy/loss minimization than those that make only incidental384

progress while competing with and largely cancelling each other. Thus, we advocate dropping parameters385

from consideration when the gains made toward the solution by some combination of those parameters are386

incidental compared to the parameters’ main actions. As discussed previously, in regard to neural networks,387

this allows one to identify and differentiate which building blocks of the neural network are more or less388

important than others. In order to identify the more important parameters, we make note of two common389

misconceptions/flaws in the pursuit of solving linear subproblems. First, solving the linear subproblem390

exactly is not necessarily desirable since the columns of A may be terrible approximations to those of the391

Hessian, which itself is a linearization. Second, the largest singular values of A do not necessarily represent392

the most important features of the problem (as is assumed by typical PCA approaches); oftentimes, the393

more important notion is which columns of A are well-correlated with the right-hand side b, allowing one to394

make clean, non-competitive progress toward the solution.395

Next, consider the right-hand side b =
[
5 1

]T
, which is better correlated with at least one of the396

columns of A. See Figure 15. In this case, the exact solution in Figure 15b is an improvement over Figure397

14 (Right), but still contains problematic cancellation. The regularized solution shown in Figure 15c makes398

more progress towards the solution as compared to Figure 14 (Right), except it uses a lot more of a2 and a lot399

less of a1 than one might expect given how much better correlated a1 is with b. Regularization damps the use400

of a1 hindering its progress towards the solution; as such, a2 ends up being utilized significantly. One could401

obtain a better solution for this example by changing the regularization in the least squares problem to have402

the form minc||b− Ac||22 + λ1c
2
1 + λ2c

2
2 with λ1 = 0. Figure 15d shows the result for λ2 = 1 which is highly403

improved. One could do even better using only a1 as shown in Figure 15e, obtained using minc1 ||b− a1c1||22.404

For more discussion on various regularization strategies, especially pertaining to the facial expression inverse405

problem described in Section 2, see [15, 25, 86, 128, 13, 64, 136, 63, 87, 20, 68, 105].406

The aforementioned discussion motivates the notion of choosing only the columns of A which are most407

correlated with b. Such an approach can be implemented one column at a time using a basic coordinate408

descent algorithm [111]. Importantly, this allows one to circumvent null spaces without adding regularization,409

making coordinate descent an attractive option for use on ill-posed, poorly-conditioned problems. At each410

iteration, the column can be chosen stochastically [104] or deterministically. Popular deterministic methods411

for choosing the next search direction include cyclic coordinate descent [74], the Gauss-Southwell (GS) and412

Gauss-Southwell-Lipschitz rule [108], and the maximum block improvement (MBI) rule [28]. Instead of413

looking at a single column at a time, block coordinate descent can be used to update multiple columns414

simultaneously [130]; however, regularization may still be needed when the block of columns is poorly-415

conditioned or does not have full rank. See [120, 135] for more discussion. Typical coordinate descent416

algorithms may choose a large number of poorly correlated coordinates in place of a smaller number of more417

strongly correlated coordinates. Using correlation to choose the next coordinate to add to the model can418

alleviate this problem and is the central idea behind MBI [28], forward and backward stepwise regression [35],419

and LARS [38]. The latter statistical regression methods are often used to gain better prediction accuracy420

and interpretability of the model [59]. However, LARS converges to the least squares solution of the linear421

subproblem [38] because it eventually uses uncorrelated coordinates.422

In order to facilitate our goal of obtaining sparse, semantic solutions to optimization problems, particu-423

larly without adding unnecessary heuristic regularization which can lead to overfitting and error, we propose5
424

solving linear subproblems by first pruning away any coordinates that are geometrically uncorrelated with425

the right-hand side as motivated by least angle regression (LARS) [38]; then, we estimate the remaining426

5This approach was first proposed in the following preprint: [8].
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Figure 14: (Left) A visualization of the columns of A as well as b for the linear subproblem Ac = b from Section 5 when

b =
[
0 1

]T
. Note how the columns of A are mostly orthogonal to b. (Right) The exact solution utilizes quite large values of

c1 and c2, over-scaling largely competing columns of A in order to make progress towards b. Since the columns of A are often
poor approximations to the Hessian, and the Hessian itself is only a linearization of the nonlinear problem, it seems imprudent
to over-utilize controls c1 and c2 in order to make progress towards b. A regularized solution (with λ = .2) is also shown in the
figure. It does reduce the magnitudes of c1 and c2 but still demonstrates the same non-desirable competitive behavior between
the columns.
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Figure 15: (a) A visualization of A’s columns and b for the linear problem Ac = b from Section 5 when b =
[
5 1

]T
. (b) The

exact solution depicted by a1c1 and a2c2. (c) The regularized solution with λ = 1. (d) The regularized solution with λ1 = 0
and λ2 = 1. (e) The solution when solving for c1 only. (f) The solution obtained after a few iterations of coordinate descent
using the MBI selection rule.

coordinates via coordinate descent, eliminating the need to regularize for solvability.427

5.1. Pruning Geometrically Uncorrelated Directions428

We illustrate our approach, hereafter referred to as Column Space Search (CSS), by again consider-429

ing solving a generic nonlinear least squares optimization problem of the form minc||f(x, y, c)||22. Using430

a Gauss-Newton based method, every iteration of the optimization requires solving the linear subproblem431

JT
f̃

(cq) Jf̃ (cq) ∆cq = −JT
f̃
f̃ (cq) to find the ∆cq subsequently used to make progress towards the solution.432

Again, one may equivalently consider Jf̃ (cq) ∆cq = −f̃ (cq).433

We first compute the geometric correlation between each column ji of Jf̃ (cq) and the right-hand side434

−f̃ (cq). Similar to LARS [38] and MBI [28], we use |ĵi · f̃ (cq) |, where ĵi = ji/‖ji‖2. Poorly geometrically435

correlated columns can only make significant progress towards the solution either when partially cancelled436

by other poorly geometrically correlated columns (as in Figure 14 (Right)) or as corrections to better geo-437

metrically correlated columns (as in Figure 15b). However, this so-called progress, while valid for the linear438

subproblem, may pollute the sparsity and semantics of the solution to the original nonlinear problem. See439

Figure 16. Thus, we prune poorly geometrically correlated columns from Jf̃ (cq) resulting in a lower-rank440

JS . Motivated by the Gauss-Southwell rule, one might instead prune using gain correlation |ji · f̃ (cq) |,441

which considers large residual decreases with smaller variable values; however, we instead prefer removing442

poorly geometrically correlated columns even when they may have large gains as it seems to lead to better443

semantic interpretation. Additionally, one could drop the absolute value and consider ĵi · f̃ (cq) in order to444

prune columns that are only semantically sensible in one direction.445

Pruning columns of Jf̃ (cq) to get a reduced JS has the additional benefit of potentially eliminating446

portions of the null space of Jf̃ (cq), as the pruned out columns or a combination of them with the non-447

pruned columns may have linear dependencies; this pruning may also improve the condition number. This448

is especially prudent when working with a large number of dimensions, in which case the dimension of the449
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Figure 16: (Left) Here, b = a1 + a2, but a2 is only valid for making progress towards b in conjunction with a1 (and is otherwise
orthogonal). While using a2 may be desirable when trying to solve a truly linear system of equations, it makes less sense when
solving a linearization of a high-dimensional nonlinear problem. (Right) It may be desirable to only progress in the direction of
a1 until other directions become better correlated. At that point, it would be better to find a new direction (in this case, a3)
that leads back towards b.

null space of Jf̃ (cq) and the condition number of Jf̃ (cq) may be quite large. Moreover, these difficulties are450

exacerbated when regularization is not used.451

5.2. Solving the Pruned System452

We avoid regularization entirely in order to avoid changing the solution to the problem; thus, we pursue453

a coordinate descent strategy to solve JS∆cqS = −f̃ (cq) where ∆cqS is a subset of ∆cq. At each iteration, a454

single column ji of JS is used to make progress towards −f̃ (cq). We generally only execute a few iterations455

to mimic the regularization effects of early stopping [53] and truncated-Newton methods [101], as it helps456

to prevent overfitting to the linearized subproblem or reaching the undesirable least squares solution as in457

LARS [38]. Furthermore, we also terminate early if the decrease in L2 error is low.458

Choosing the most geometrically correlated column ji (as in MBI [28]) allows one to best minimize the459

remaining residual; however, small-magnitude columns may require large, undesirable step sizes α(ji) to make460

progress. Instead, motivated by the Gauss-Southwell rule [108], we choose the column ji that maximizes a461

discretized ratio of residual reduction to step size, i.e.462

∆(rT r)

∆α
=
||r(∆cqS)||22 − ||r(∆cqS)− α(ji)ji||22

|α(ji)|
, (20)

where r(∆cqS) is the current residual as a function of the current estimate for ∆cqS . In addition, α(ji) is the
step size obtained when choosing column ji. Flipping all ji so that r(∆cqS)T ji > 0 leads to α(ji) > 0, which
allows one to equivalently maximize

M =
r(∆cqS)T r(∆cqS)−

(
r(∆cqS)T r(∆cqS)− 2α(ji)r(∆c

q
S)T ji + (α(ji))

2
jTi ji

)
α(ji)

(21a)

= 2r(∆cqS)T ji − α(ji)||ji||22 (21b)

= r(∆cqS)T ji + (r(∆cqS)− α(ji)ji)
T
ji. (21c)

The greedy choice of α(ji) removes as much of the residual as possible, setting α(ji)ji = (r (∆cqS) · ĵi)ĵi or463

α(ji) = (r (∆cqS) · ji) /||ji||22, (22)

which zeros out the second term in Equation 21c leaving only r(∆cqS)T ji, i.e. gain correlation.464

There are two subtleties to consider regarding Equations 20–22. First, we do not necessarily use columns465

with the largest gains because, as discussed in Section 5.1, we prune away poorly geometrically correlated466

columns before considering Equations 20–22. Second, one typically limits the size of α(ji) when training467

neural networks and/or solving optimization/control problems, see e.g. trust region methods [124, 45, 107],468

adaptive step sizes for temporal numerical integration [43, 47], and adaptive learning rate techniques such469

as Adam [72], ADADELTA [139], etc. Thus, shorter ji will not necessarily yield the greedy α(ji) shown in470

Equation 22, leaving the second term in the last line of Equation 21c non-zero. See Figure 17.471
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Figure 17: For longer ji, the α(ji) required to take the greedy step (Equation 22) will be small enough such that it is not
clamped via various safe set or trust region considerations, resulting in the second term in Equation 21c being identically zero.
However, for shorter ji, α(ji) may be clamped, resulting in an r

(
∆cqS

)
− α(ji)ji which is not perpendicular to ji (shown in

green in the figure). In this case, the second term in Equation 21c is non-zero, and the gain correlation of the remaining residual
r
(
∆cqS

)
− α(ji)ji with the search direction ji penalizes search directions that become poorly gain correlated after using them.

With regard to Figure 16, this prefers a scenario using a1/2 and a3 as in Figure 16 (Right) as opposed to using a1 and a2 in
Figure 16 (Left).

Consider bounding the step size α(ji) from above with some αmax. One can choose a reference frame472

such that r (∆cqS) is a unit vector along the y-axis and ji is in the first quadrant of the xy-plane, as shown473

in Figure 18. Referring to the greedy α(ji) in Equation 22, we plot curves representing vectors ji where the474

greedy α(ji) is equal to 1/1.5, 1, and 1/.75 in the figure. When bounding α(ji) from above by some αmax,475

the αG = αmax curve represents the boundary between the tips of longer vectors that can use the greedy476

α(ji) and the tips of shorter vectors where α(ji) would be clamped. In particular, for the αmax = 1 case, the477

yellow region in the figure represents the tips of longer vectors and the green region represents the tips of478

shorter vectors. In the green region, the second term in Equation 21c is added to the usual r (∆cqS)
T
ji gain479

correlation, increasing preference for search directions that remain well-correlated after using them. Figure480

18 (Right) shows the magnitude of the second term in Equation 21c. Additionally, one could multiply the481

second term in Equation 21c by an arbitrary scaling constant and increase its influence.482

We also consider the case of clamping based on total progress. Figure 19 uses the same reference frame483

as Figure 18 but draws the boundary where ||ji||2 = ||r (∆cqS) ||2/2. Figure 19 (Left) draws three search484

directions taking the greedy step. Regardless of the length of ji, the greedy α(ji) rescales such that α(ji)ji485

ends at the boundary between the green and yellow regions where r (∆cqS) − α(ji)ji is orthogonal to ji.486

Figure 19 (Right) shows how clamping the progress limits the ability of a search direction to take the greedy487

step, resulting in the second term in Equation 21c being non-zero. Another way of choosing α(ji) is based488

on the observation that r (∆cqS)−α(ji)ji is always less geometrically correlated with ji than r (∆cqS) is, since489

it points to the left instead of upwards. Hence, one could choose α in order to bound how much worse the490

gain/geometric correlation of r (∆cqS) − α(ji)ji is allowed to have compared to that of r (∆cqS). In general,491

there are many potential strategies, but in all such cases, our methodology is to first prune so that large gain492

correlation does not introduce poorly geometrically correlated vectors, and then to consider correlation of493

the new residual r (∆cqS)−α(ji)ji in addition to correlation of the current residual in order to favor scenarios494

like Figure 16 (Right) over Figure 16 (Left).495

5.3. Examples496

We consider the problem of determining parameters w that best match a three-dimensional synthetic497

face model to a real image, as discussed in Section 2. Although we used CSS to generate Figure 4 and for498

related efforts, here we consider a slightly modified situation in order to better isolate and demonstrate the499

behavior of CSS. Let w represent the controls for the face blendshapes, jaw angles, and jaw translation, and500

x(w) represent the synthetic three-dimensional face surface obtained from w. We replace the inference-based501

neural network keypoint detector with a more deterministic artist-drawn rotoscoping of curves for the eyes502

and mouth, as shown in Figure 20 (Left). In order to generate comparable keypoints on the synthetic face503
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Figure 18: We choose a reference frame where r
(
∆cqS

)
is a unit vector along the y-axis and ji is in the first quadrant of

the xy-plane. (Left) Poorly geometrically correlated vectors (those with tips in the red region) are pruned as in Section 5.1.
Referring to the greedy α(ji) in Equation 22, we plot curves representing the tips of vectors ji where the greedy α(ji) is equal
to 1/1.5, 1, and 1/.75. When bounding α(ji) from above by αmax, the αG = αmax curve represents the boundary between the
tips of longer vectors that can use the greedy α(ji) and the tips of shorter vectors where α(ji) would be clamped. In particular,
for the αmax = 1 case, the yellow region represents the tips of longer vectors and the green region represents the tips of shorter
vectors. (Right) The magnitude of the second term in Equation 21c for the αmax = 1 case. Note that it is non-zero only for
shorter vectors with tips inside the αG = 1 curve.

model, we draw corresponding curves barycentrically embedded on the three-dimensional face geometry.504

Then, x(w) determines the three-dimensional location of these barycentrically embedded curves, which505

subsequently are projected into the image plane using calibrated camera intrinsic and extrinsic parameters506

[62]; this simple projection replaces the differentiable renderer. See Figure 20 (Right). In order to obtain507

comparable keypoints, we label easily-identifiable locations on both sets of curves (i.e. those drawn on the508

synthetic model and those drawn on the image), e.g. corners of the mouth and eyes, middles of the lips,509

etc. To increase the number of comparable keypoints, we uniformly sample between the projected (into the510

image plane) locations of the easily-identifiable keypoints. Letting C∗ be the two-dimensional keypoints on511

the real image and C(x(w)) be the corresponding projected keypoints determined by the parameters w of512

the synthetic model, we then solve513

minw‖C∗ − C(x(w))‖22 (23)

in order to recover the parameters w that best match the two sets of keypoints together.514

For comparison against CSS, we consider solving Equation 23 using Dogleg [112, 94] with no prior, Dogleg515

with a prior weight of λ = 3600, and BFGS [107] with a soft-L1 prior with a weight of 3600 (i.e. with an516

extra term 3600
∑
i 2(
√

1 + w2
i − 1) [27]). When solving with CSS, we first prune all columns whose angle517

to the residual has an absolute cosine less than 0.3. Then, α(ji) is set to a fixed size of 0.01 and coordinate518

descent is run until the linear L2 error no longer sufficiently decreases or when over 10 coordinates are519

used. We limit all four methods to at most 10 Gauss-Newton linearization iterations. Figure 21 shows the520

results. CSS and methods using regularization give the most reasonable geometric results. A major benefit521

of CSS is the resulting sparsity of the weights: while Dogleg with and without regularization sets nearly all522

the parameters to a non-zero value, CSS generally uses only a small number of non-zero weights. The soft523

L1 regularized solution is sparser than the L2 regularized solution; however, due to approximations in the524

chosen optimization approach (BFGS, Soft L1), it produces many small (i.e. < 1× 10−3) weights instead of525

identically zero values. While one could clamp small values to zero, care must be taken to not accidentally526

clamp weights that contribute significantly to the overall solution.527

To further elucidate the performance of these approaches, we construct a known exact solution and528

subsequently add an increasing amount of noise. First, an exact set of keypoints is determined by subsampling529

the contours on the three-dimensional face geometry. Then, a smile expression is created by setting two530

specific components of w to 1 while the other components remain set to zero. This known w∗ determines531
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Figure 19: We use the same reference frame as in Figure 18 but draw the boundary where ||ji||2 = ||r
(
∆cqS

)
||2/2. The yellow

and green regions are shaded as in the αmax = 1 case from Figure 18. (Left) Three search directions are drawn taking the
greedy step. Regardless of the length of ji, the greedy α(ji) rescales such that α(ji)ji ends at the boundary between the green
and yellow regions where r

(
∆cqS

)
−α(ji)ji is orthogonal to ji. (Right) Clamping progress limits the ability of a search direction

to take the greedy step, resulting in the second term in Equation 21c being non-zero.

Figure 20: (Left) Hand-drawn rotoscope curves on a real image. (Right) Barycentrically embedded curves on the three-
dimensional geometric facial model are projected into the image plane (red) and compared to curves drawn/rotoscoped on the
real image (blue). The inset shows the facial parameters w for this pose.

face geometry x(w∗) along with barycentrically embedded keypoints that can be projected into the image532

plane to determine C∗. The results obtained are shown in Figures 22a and 22d and are similar to those533

obtained using the real image data in Figure 21. Next, we add an increasing amount of uniformly distributed534

noise to C∗ in the image plane. As expected, Dogleg with no regularization produces reasonable results when535

the noise is low but begins to overfit to the erroneous data as the amount of noise increases, see Figure 22536

(first row). Both of the regularized approaches as well as CSS are able to target the noisy curves without537

overfitting, producing more reasonable geometry. The right half of Figure 22 shows that CSS yields sparser,538

more semantic solutions even with the added noise. Tables 1 and 2 demonstrate quantitative results for these539

examples. As seen in Table 1, CSS performs the best in all cases as measured by various metrics. Table 2540

uses two sparsity measures: the l0 metric counts how many facial parameters are strictly 0, and the Gini541

metric is 1 − 2
∑ŵi/||ŵ||1
i=1 (N−i+0.5

N ), where ŵ are the sorted parameters with ŵi the ith largest [66]. Note542

how regularization improves the Gini metric, but does not necessarily improve the l0 metric.543

5.4. Parameter Study544

Column Choice. Returning to the solution of Equation 23 for the real image data, we compare our approach545

for choosing the next coordinate descent column (Section 5.2) to using Gauss-Southwell and MBI. For each546

approach, we linearize and solve with no thresholding for the relative decrease in L2 error, an upper limit547

of 10 unique coordinates used, and a fixed step size of 0.01; in these examples, we remove the eye rotoscope548
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Table 1: Comparing the accuracy of estimating the facial parameters in the synthetic tests under various metrics. CSS produces
the best results regardless of noise and metric.

L2 Error L1 Error EMD [116] Error

Method No Noise 0.005 0.01 No Noise 0.005 0.01 No Noise 0.005 0.01

Dogleg 2.578 8.815 20.325 19.227 70.852 157.22 0.128 0.485 1.07
Dogleg+L2 0.972 0.952 1.209 4.954 5.324 5.704 0.034 0.036 0.039
BFGS+Soft L1 0.923 0.91 1.023 3.139 3.057 3.359 0.0215 0.021 0.023
CSS 0.741 0.392 0.509 2.208 0.99 1.08 0.015 0.007 0.007

Table 2: The sparsity of the results of the synthetic tests using common sparsity metrics (a larger number is better).

l0 Metric Gini Metric

Method No Noise 0.005 0.01 No Noise 0.005 0.01

Dogleg 21 21 21 0.628 0.580 0.607
Dogleg+L2 21 21 21 0.807 0.745 0.739
BFGS+Soft L1 21 21 21 0.913 0.905 0.916
CSS 128 137 140 0.949 0.974 0.978

curves from the energy function and only consider curves drawn around the mouths on the image and model.549

Results are shown in Figure 23. MBI overfits and overuses mouth blendshapes, e.g. the two most heavily550

weighted shapes have magnitudes of 85.78 and 63.12. On the other hand, Gauss-Southwell and CSS keep551

the parameters within a reasonable range while maintaining the sparsity of the solution. We note that with552

coordinate descent it is generally a matter of when, not if, the algorithm chooses a coordinate that will be553

overused/overweighted; our examples demonstrate that MBI chooses those coordinates more quickly than554

Gauss-Southwell and CSS.555

Step Size & Convergence. Since the problem has been normalized so that the α(ji) generally make most556

sense between 0 and 1, here we compare fixed step sizes of α(ji) = 0.01, 0.02, 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0 to the full,557

greedy step in Equation 22. Without pruning, we run 10 Gauss-Newton iterations with no thresholding for558

the relative decrease in L2 error and an upper limit of 10 unique coordinates used. We find that smaller step559

sizes achieve better overall facial shapes and less overused parameters (see Figure 24). In particular, the560

greedy step sets 7 parameters to be greater than 1 while step sizes of 0.02 and 0.01 only set 4. Removing the561

eye rotoscope curves causes the overused parameters to disappear; however, as seen in Figure 25, the greedy562

step causes the mouth to move unnaturally. This would seem to indicate that always taking the greedy step563

will result in some overfitting.564

We also compare the effect of using fixed step sizes in Equation 20 versus the full, greedy step size565

equivalent to Gauss-Southwell without pruning. To isolate this variable, we run 10 Gauss-Newton iterations566

with no thresholding for the relative decrease in L2 error and an upper limit of 10 unique coordinates used.567

We vary α(ji) in Equation 20 but set the actual step size taken to be fixed at 0.01. As shown in Figure 26,568

while the resulting geometry and weights are all similar, our approach of allowing the step size to influence569

the chosen coordinate allows the optimization to more quickly reduce the error in earlier Gauss-Newton570

iterations than when using Gauss-Southwell (see Figure 27). Therefore, it may be beneficial to use CSS with571

a fixed size step when only a few Gauss-Newton iterations are desired.572

Pruning. We rescale r to r̂ = r/||r|| and then compare different threshold values for pruning: 0.0 (no573

pruning), 0.2, 0.3, and 0.5. We run 10 Gauss-Newton iterations with a step size of 0.01 with no thresholding574

for the relative decrease in L2 error. To emphasize the effect of pruning, we allow up to 50 unique coordinates575

per linearization, and focus only on the rotoscope curves around the mouth. With little to no pruning the576

model overfits and the geometry around the mouth deforms unreasonably. As the pruning threshold increases,577
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the geometry becomes more regularized and the facial parameters are sparser, as the optimization is forced578

to use only the most correlated directions. See Figure 28. However, we caution that too much pruning causes579

MBI style column choices.580

6. Conclusions581

In difficult nonlinear problems such as the one described in Section 2, one often solves linear subproblems582

to make progress. Although PCA is quite popular for solving such problems, especially when there are issues583

with null spaces and the right-hand side not being in the range of the linearized system, we showed that our584

iLM method not only efficiently monotonically converges to the exact solution of the linearized subproblem,585

but does so more smoothly. We subsequently pointed out that the larger singular values of the coefficient586

matrix can be less important than considering which controls are optimal for obtaining the right-hand side.587

These considerations motivated our column space search (CSS) approach. We chose a complex real-world588

problem, estimating three-dimensional facial expressions from a mere eight contours drawn on a single two-589

dimensional RGB image, that allows even non-experts to simply glance at an image and comprehend the590

effects of noise, overfitting, and regularization. We were able to robustly estimate clean sparse parameter591

values with good semantic meaning in a highly underconstrained situation where one would typically need592

significant regularization. In fact, the standard approach without regularization was wildly inaccurate, and593

although regularization helped to moderate the overall face shape, it excited almost every parameter in the594

model, clouding semantic interpretation.595
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(a) Dogleg (b) Dogleg+L2 (c) BFGS+Soft L1 (d) CSS (e) Target

Figure 21: Dogleg without regularization clearly overfits to the curves, producing highly unrealistic face shapes. Dogleg with
regularization performs better but sometimes overfits as well. This could be tuned by increasing the regularization weight at the
cost of potentially damping out the performance. Our approach produces facial expressions that are reasonably representative of
the captured image. The inset bar plots demonstrate the sparsity of the weights for each of the methods. Our method generally
produces the sparsest set of weights; e.g. in frame 1142, our method has 12 non-zero parameter values while L2 regularization
produces fully dense results and soft L1 regularization has 49 significant parameter values (i.e. > 1× 10−3).
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Figure 22: A synthetic test where a known w∗ is used to create blue target curves. (Left) As we increase the amount of noise
added to the points on the blue target curve, the Dogleg method without regularization overfits causing the mesh to “explode”
in spite of having the smallest error as measured by Equation 23 (typical of overfitting). On the other hand, both standard
regularization and our approach prevent the model from overfitting to the noisy curves. (Right) The corresponding facial
parameters. The target solution was generated by setting the two orange columns to one and the blue columns to zero. The
figure heights are clipped at 1.0 and many parameter values exceed that. Though the regularized solves have smaller, spurious
weights than the non-regularized version (second and third row vs. first row), our approach (last row) produces a much sparser
solution with more semantic meaning even in the presence of noise.
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Figure 23: A comparison of the coordinates chosen by the MBI rule, the Gauss-Southwell (GS) rule, and CSS when solving
without the eye rotoscope curves. The top row are the results after a single Gauss-Newton iteration, and the bottom row are
the results after 10 Gauss-Newton iterations.

(a) Greedy (b) 0.01 (c) 0.02 (d) 0.1 (e) 0.5 (f) 1.0

Figure 24: We compare the behavior of the geometry and the facial parameters when using different step sizes.

(a) Greedy (b) 0.01 (c) 0.02 (d) 0.1 (e) 0.5 (f) 1.0

Figure 25: A comparison of the behavior of the geometry and the facial parameters when using different step sizes without the
eye rotoscope curves.
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Figure 26: A comparison of the geometry and parameter results from varying the step size used for choosing the next coordinate
in CSS.
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(a) with eye rotoscope (b) no eye rotoscope

Figure 27: A comparison of the average L2 errors plotted before every Gauss-Newton iteration when varying the step size used
to choose the next coordinate direction in CSS. The brown lines plot the average L2 errors when using the Gauss-Southwell
approach; notice how CSS allows for a faster reduction in error.

(a) No Pruning (b) 0.2 (c) 0.3 (d) 0.5

Figure 28: As we increase the threshold for pruning, the resulting solution becomes sparser and more regularized.
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